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Meet Our Coach!

Before she started her journey in the coaching 
industry, Rose Osman worked in the line of  
Logistic (Operation and Management) for ten 
years.

She managed a back end operations under AMD 
Malaysia and Spansion (Penang) and later on 

involved in logistic setup process for IT and       
Electronic companies. 

Rose Osman graduated from local university with 
a Diploma in Science (pure science) in 1999. She 
also writes for a motivational column in a monthly 
newspaper, The Iskandarian & Waves Lifestyle.

Rose Osman is a Certified Energy Coach, specialise in       
Transcending Awareness, Emotion and Energy. She has more 
than five years’ experiences in coaching individuals in      
transcending their pain and crisis into healing and brings 
balance into clients' Life. 

She is an insightful advisor and is destined to bring out joy 
from imperfections (crisis, problems, pain, etc.). Equip with 
the ability to see the cause in emotions and patterns in 
human Awareness, Rose Osman strategize and focuses on 
inner transformation through the channel called Realisation 
and shifting empowerment from the mind to the Soul.

To date, Rose Osman handles all kind of crisis – ranging from 
relationships and marriage, personal growth, career growth 
and emotional illness, particularly anxiety and depression. 
She has clientele throughout the world including United 
States, Australia, India, Middle East, South Africa, Singapore  
and Malaysia.

Professional Background
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It started as online motivation and now has spread 
its wings into coaching practice for mental and 
spiritual growth through science and metaphysic. 

In June 2015, YPM Coaching launched its first 
coaching program to individuals and three months 
later to a corporate group. YPM Coaching also 
launched its online E-Course in 2016 to cater        
audiences that prefer self-learning in healing, 
personal growth and spirituality.

Rose Osman currently manages the practice as the 
Energy and Transformation Coach, together with 
Joe Lai as a Programs Structurist.

YPM COACHING
COMPANY INTRODUCTION

OUR JOURNEY
YPM, or commonly 
known as Your Personal 
Motivator, was created 
in 2010 by Rose Osman 
who loves to motivate 
others to transform 
their lives and break 
free from emotional 
suffering. 

“

“

YOUR PERSONAL MOTIVATOR
OSMANR    SE TM WAKEUP! TMWAKEUP! TM

A Different Kind of Motivation

Our Brands and Contacts

+6019.327 8072
/ +6019.6922 488

support@roselifecoach.comwww.roselifecoach.com
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Our Coaching Portfolio
Programs and Services

INDIVIDUAL COACHING
Transcending Awareness

E-COURSE PROGRAMS
Shifting Collective Energy

OUR CLIENTS

In 2016, we started online healing programs for people who prefer 
self-learning via the Internet. Our E-course is load with videos, 
exercises and quizzes that provide practical techniques and           
alternative education on self-healing, personal growth and        
spiritual motivation. 

The benefits of enrolling our programs are Life-Time accessibility, 
free sign-up as our community members and receive continuous 
coaching by our Coach via discussion boards and private message. 

All the E-courses are affordable and mobile friendly. It is suitable 
for all ages and design to spread knowledge in shorter time. 

Our E-courses are now reaching worldwide enrolments including 
students from the United States, South Africa, Australia, Malaysia, 
Canada, Mexico and the Middle East. 

Personal coaching focus on four primary aspects of 
recovery that we called WAKEUP!. These four stages help 
individual to shift their Awareness, detach from the 
suffering, heal and transcend their energy field to create 
a new cause that gives transformative effects on their 
lives. 

We use different recovery and holistic healing tools that 
suits clients’ need. We also provide extra education 
about the mechanic of Energy to our clients. This help 
our clients to promote self-love and understand the flow 
of their energy.   

To date, we have coached clients on Healing Anxiety and 
Depression, recovery from traumas and emotional pain 
(e.g. fear, shame or guilt), guide clients to thrive in their  
career and enhance harmony in their relationship. 

Self Healing
E-Courses

OUR STUDENTS
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CORPORATE COACHING
Unfolding Human Potential

OUR CLIENTS

OUR CLIENTS

The productivity juice in Corporations has declined due to 
inability to recognise human potentials and nurture their 
need to love what they do. One of the reason is human are 
going through a major transition in their Awareness, and it 
forces organisations to shift from left-brain foundation 
(structured and strategic) to right-brain development that 
highly aligns with Awareness, highest creativity and human 
oriented. 

Our work is to ensure that employees are well trained and 
expose to an additional knowledge that relates to the right 
side of the brain and energy; including passion, emotions, 
love and creative potentials. The programs are designed to 
guide each employee to unleash their authentic potential 
and use their energy productively to ensure the success and 
growth of the organisations. 

In 2015 we began to coach 40 employees from SME Retail 
groups and numbers of Home-Business owners.

Our newest service is the energy analysis for people who are 
exploring their real potentials in all aspect of Life including 
relationship, personal growth and career. We provide guidance 
and comprehensive knowledge including discovering their energy 
type, know-how strategy in approaching opportunities and make 
decision effectively through individual’s highest gift known as 
Authority. Energy analysis helps our clients to reduce resistance in 
achieving their success. 

Our analysis is based on Human Design system and also Four 
Energy Type Analysis. We offer services including Basic Personal 
Reading, Wealth Potentials, Career Awakening and Relationship 
Compatibility. 

Our coach is certified for Four Energy Type analysis and currently 
is taking certification for Human Design Analysis.

People from the various background including Parents, Executives, 
Managers, Sales Personnel and Business Owners.

ENERGY ANALYSIS
Unleash Your Potential
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